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To all whom it may concern 
Be it known that i, JAMES CAREY DAVIS, a 

citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of Hinsdale, in the county of Dupage and 
State of illinois, have invented certain new 
and useful improvements in the Art of 
Making Molds, of which the following is a 
specification. 
My present invention relates in general to 

the art, finaking castings and mole par 
ticula: to the production of castings in 
volving one or more of the following fea 
tures: the use of hard or temperable metal; 
the use in different parts of the casting of 
{different metals or of different qualities of 
the same metal; the distribution of parts of 
varying thicknesses; or a casting which from 
its prospective use must not be distorted nor 
vary from its predetermined form, an ex 
ample of a casting for the production of 
which my present improvenients are par 
ticularly available being cast steel car wheels 
having a tempered thread portion formed of 
hard manganese steel, an enlarged center 
formed of relatively soft steel, and a rela 
tively thin web. 

in my foundry practice one of the main 
difficulties which have found it necessary 
to overcome in the making of cast steel 
wheels, such as are produced by the process 
disclosed in Letters Patent of the United. 
States No. 727 103 issued to me, is the rela tively high foundry loss, both of molds and 
of wheels, owing to cracks or fracture, the 
lattei' often accompanied by a displacement 
of a portion of the mold or other distortion, 
due to difficulty in obtaining a binder for 
the said which will be effective under vary. 
ing operating conditions, and more par 
ticularly a binder which may be employed 
in stich a way as to allow the rapid produc 
tion of molds which is prerequisite to the 
production of cast steel wheels on a com 
mercial basis under modern foundry condi- . 
tions. 
The principal objects of the present inven 

tion are the provision of an improved mold, 
and a method of and all apparatus for mak 
ing the same, which will so lastein the city 

- ing of the nabidi that a milii}}}uni length of 

Specification of Letters Patent. iPatented Jail. 3, 19A6. 
Application filed December 16, 1912. Serial No. 736,935. 

time must necessarily elapse between the 
making of the mold and the use thereof; the 
production of a green sand mold having a 
hard, dry, and tough skin on the surface 
without affecting interior and thence the 
desired porosity of the mold whereby ven 
tilation of the mold may be maintained dur 
ing the act of pouring without in turn af 
fecting such hard dry surface, and the pro 
duction of green sand molds having a dex 
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trin or equivalent mixture which may be 
rapidly dried and used practically imme 
diately after making, together with such 
further objects as may hereinafter appear. 
In carrying out the manufacture of cast 

steel wheels, and in connection there with 
the making of molds for casting such wheels, 
I have found that green sand when prop 
erly mixed with dextrin may be used to form 
a mold that will dry out upon exposure to 
atmospheric air and harden in due course, 
provided a too great degree of humidity is 
not present in the atmosphere, the time 
requisite for drying being somewhat dis 
proportionate to the humidity of the atmos 
phere. Such air drying, however, tends 
to harden the mold throughout and does 
not give the skin drying effect, which is one 
of the objects which I most seek to attain, 
since such skin drying does not affect the 
porosity of the inner part of the mold. I 
have found after exhaustive experiments 
that when a blast of air is directed toward 
the face of the mold the desired skin drying . 
effect is produced and the desired super 
ficial hardness is attained in a very short . 
time, without affecting the inner porosity 
of the mold, provided that the following 
conditions be carefully observed, first, that 
the air is supplied at the proper tempera 
tre, under the proper pressure, for the 
3roper length of time and in such a manner 
that it is properly distributed. 

in the accompanying drawins is have 
illustrated, somewhat diagrammatically, a 
preferred form of apparatus employed by 
me for artificially drying the molds, 
wherein-- 

Figures 1 and 2 are respectively an eleva 
tional and a plan view of the apparatus; 
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Fig. 3 is a view of a detaii of construction; 
and Fig. 4 is a vertical section through the 

S noid show: at the Eight had 
Referring first $o Fig y 

it will be observed that i have here indicated 
a fiask, iO, containing a noid jaegabe', which 
Jay be supported ia any converient, Yaariner 
as by rails, 11, from the fioor. For the par 
pose of subjecting the joid inexiber, to a 
diffused current of heated air under pressare 
B empicy a hood or cover, 12, the botton of 
which is preferably raised by legs, 3, a 
slight distance above the top of the fiasis, in 
order to permit, free exit of the air. The 
top, 12* of the cover, i2, has an opening t 
receive a stappily pipe, i4, which is prefer 
ably provided with a slip joint, 14", to facili 
£ate he adjustinent of the pipe witi rela 

therete by a pipe i3. 
regulating the exparat:3i'e of the air pass 
ing through the pipe i8 to the biover 5 

tion to the opening of the hood. As a means 
for supplying air tide preSSuite to the Sup 
ply pipe 4 employ a blogger, 15, which 
may be driver in aily convenient manner as 
by a beii, driving tie Fulley, 16, (see Fig. 2 by a belt driving tie pulley, 16, (see Rig.2). 
As means for preheating the air supplied 
to the blower engloy a heater coirected 

For the purpose of 

utilize a cold air inlet 19 (see Fig. 2) con 
ficiied by a daiaper 20. A. their someter 

- 

may be arranged between he blower 16 and 
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of the hood in any convenient aanner staci, 

the cover 12, as indicated at 21, to indicate the teaperaturg of the air supplied to hg. 
Coeg, 

Referring 
3 and 4, ii. yili be observed that is 
diffuse the blasé Oi air as it, eiters the hood, 
12, preferably exaploy a defecter, 22. 
which ray be supported from the top, 12°, 

are particiliary to Figs. 
that is order to 

as by straps, 28. In making moids accord 
ing to my improved process I find it, pref. 
erable to supply he air to the hood, 12, at . 
a temperature between 40 degrees and 200 
degrees F. Substantially, under a pressure 
of about three ounces, for a period of about 
Éen minutes, and, in the case of moids for 
inaking car wheels and the like, to spread 
the air current by means of a defiector list, 
below the opening in the supply pipe where 
by it may be radiated horizontally and strike 
all parts of the inold substantially equally 
and with a sofared effect as it proceeds td. 
ward the over rid of the hood where it is vented to the atmosphere. 
By carrying out the drying process in the 

manner just described, I find that I air able 
to form a totligh, dry, tenacióus skin on the 
moist moid diagrammatically shown in Fig. 
4 by means of the stippied portion 30, which 
will snaintain the form thereof adequately for esting purposes, without substantially 
affecting the inner porosity of the gaoli, 
thus perinitting the rapid production and of air, which consists in subject 

immediate rise of noids, with few if :ny (; 
failures and comparable negligible loss (i. 
castings, thus greatly reducing the exp 
heretofoie incident to the 
wheels owing to hold portions beco 
fractured and displaced with consequent in 
perfectices in the wheel breads and ring 
rendering the cast, wheels 
for Scrap-metai. 

iiaving thus described iny 
illustrated is use, whai, 3 clai: . ; 
desire to secure by Letters late: 

i. iiae method of producing a trioia. 
ing a nets: molding surface composed ci 
snaixtire of sang : ind dextria, which -. 
in subjecting the aeta rapiding starface to a 
current of heated air under press: i.e. 

2. The method of drying noids by ine:gs 
of air, which consists in subjeci 
face of the field to a carrent of 
under pressure of about three ounces 

, is 
- - .. $3S 3.3g, 
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3. The rethod of producing a 

ing a neta molding striace cony 
mixture of sand and dextrin, which consists 
in subjecting the metal moiding surface to a 
current of heated air under pressure for 2. g. 
period of about ten miautes, 

4. The method of drying acids by means 
of air, which consists in subjecting the sag. 
face of the moid to a curier of heated ai 
under pi'essure at a teaperai, 3. 
substantialiy i40 degrees a.d. 20 
Faiarenheit. 

5. The method 
ing 

f producing 
3, retai trioiding surface cofity 

ex3'i, which coasis: 
in subjecting the inešiai noiding surfaca is is 
regulated current of heated air under pres 
S$3. - 

6. The sieghod of proficizag & noid say. 
ing a metal inciding surface composed of 2. 
mixture of Sandi and dextrin, which consists in subjecting the metal molding surf 
distributed current of heated air under press 
Se w 

7. The teethod of producing a nois hav. 
ing a neta molding surface composed of 
mixture of Said and dextrin, which gonsisi, 
in subjecting the metal molding surface a 
current of heated air inder pressure at t 
temperature and for a period of tire suffi. 
cient to form a relatively dry skin, or such 
surface. 

8. The method of producing a noid hay. 
ing a metal molding surface composed of a 
mixture of Sand and dextrin, which consists 
in Stibiecting the metal molding surface to is 
cur;'ent of heated air under pressare it, a 
&einperature and for a period of kine stii. 
cient to form a relatively dry skin or such 
Surface without, drving and thereby affect:- 
ing the inner porosity of such noid 

9. The retired of drying inoids 
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face of the mold to a current of air heated signed my name in the presence of the two 
to between 140 degrees and 200 degrees Fah- subscribed witnesses. 
renheit, substantially, such air being sup- JAMES CAREY DAVIS. 
plied under a E. of about three ounces Witnesses: - 

5 for a period of about ten minutes. -- MARTHA WESTMAN, 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto PAUL CARPENTER. 


